Ten Lessons for Good Practice for the INHERIT Triple Win: Health, Equity, and Environmental Sustainability
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Abstract: The world’s challenges of climate change, damage to ecosystems, and social and health inequalities require changes in human behaviours at every level of organisation, among governments, business, communities, and individuals. An important question is how behaviour change can be enabled and supported at the scale and speed required. The research reported in this paper describes important lessons for good practice in changing contexts to modify behaviours for a triple win for health, equity and environmental sustainability. Authors synthesised learning from qualitative, quantitative and cost benefit evaluations of 15 case studies conducted in 12 countries in Europe. The case studies address ways of living (green spaces and energy efficient housing), moving (active transport) and consuming (healthy and sustainable diets) that support the triple win. Ten lessons for good practice were identified. These include bringing a triple win mindset to policy and practice in planning interventions, with potential to improve environmental sustainability, health and equity at the same time. The lessons for good practice are intended to support governmental and non-governmental actors, practitioners and researchers planning to work across sectors to achieve mutual benefits for health and environmental sustainability and in particular to benefit poorer and more socio-economically disadvantaged groups.
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1. Introduction

Climate change and environmental degradation pose unprecedented threats to human health and wellbeing. All too often, poorer communities suffer the most from the widespread consequences of these problems, and benefit the least from measures taken to address them.

The challenges of climate change, damage to ecosystems, and social and health inequalities require changes in human behaviours at every level of organisation, among governments, business, communities, and individuals [1]. An important question is how behaviour change can be enabled and supported at the scale and speed required.

Aligning with the imperatives for action to address these challenges, the EU HORIZON 2020 INHERIT project (2016–2019) focused on identifying policies and practices that contribute to a triple win, in terms of improvements to health, equity and environmental sustainability, by creating conditions that enable people to adopt more sustainable behaviours in ways of living, moving and consuming [2].

Within the INHERIT project, we evaluated 15 case studies based on intersectoral interventions with potential to deliver the triple win. Based on these evaluations, this paper synthesises lessons learned about how to create an effective intervention that can create the conditions to enable behaviour change to promote a triple win, with the aim of informing governmental and non-governmental actors, practitioners, and researchers that are interested in designing such interventions.

The 15 case studies were developed based on different interventions which might deliver ‘triple win’ solutions by enabling behaviour change in the domains of living (with a focus on green space and energy efficient housing), moving (with a focus on active transport, specifically cycling and walking) and consuming (with a focus on consumption of a healthy and sustainable diet). These interventions provide examples of measures that can be implemented to contribute to achieving the triple win. Many of these promising practices represent efforts made by, inter alia, citizens, schools, community-based organisations, non-governmental organisations, small enterprises and municipalities.

Learning from the INHERIT cases studies is useful and relevant not only to the scaling up of actions, where feasible, but also to transferring promising actions to new contexts and introducing
further innovative approaches towards a healthier, more equitable and sustainable future for Europe. Indeed, an individual action multiplied across society, stimulated by many small initiatives as well as national policy tools, can shift social norms. Behavioural changes at a social scale in the way we live, move and consume are needed if societies are to become healthier, more equitable and live in a more sustainable way.

2. Materials and Methods

The lessons for good practice were developed using an iterative methodology, based on learning from the implementation [3] and evaluations of INHERIT’s 15 case studies [4–6]. Table 1 shows 15 INHERIT case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Case Study, Country</th>
<th>Nature of Case Study</th>
<th>Type of Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Food Garden (De Voedseltuin), the Netherlands</td>
<td>An urban community gardening initiative in a disadvantaged area</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROVE, Portugal</td>
<td>Sustainable farming practices creating closer links among producers and consumers</td>
<td>Qualitative, Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOEMP (within Ghent en Garde policy), Belgium</td>
<td>Local food initiatives for healthier and more sustainable food</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemüse Ackerdemie (Vegetable Academy), Germany</td>
<td>Increasing the number of volunteers to support vegetable academy programs for school aged children to connect with nature and origins of food</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardening with Green Gym and Meat Free Monday, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Gardening activities with children in a primary school and promotion of a meat free day/week</td>
<td>Qualitative, Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable food in public nursery schools, Spain</td>
<td>Introducing sustainable foods in public nurseries in Madrid</td>
<td>Qualitative, CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malvik Path, Norway</td>
<td>Reconstruction of a disused railway track into a recreational path connecting two communities</td>
<td>Quantitative, CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructuring Residential Outdoor Areas, Sweden</td>
<td>Regeneration of and improved access to an open space</td>
<td>Qualitative, Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructuring Green Space, the Netherlands</td>
<td>Regeneration of an open green space in a housing estate in a disadvantaged area</td>
<td>Qualitative, Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking Fadura, Spain</td>
<td>Providing access to previously private green spaces to the general public</td>
<td>Quantitative, CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-inclusion, Germany</td>
<td>Capacity building and awareness program among migrants about energy efficiency in housing</td>
<td>Qualitative, Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective Analysis of Energy Efficiency Investment, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Energy efficiency investments including double-glazing, insulation and improved heating systems</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle e-coaching, the Netherlands and Greece</td>
<td>A lifestyle e-coaching application including a physical activity tracker and smartphone application</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UrbanCyclers (now known as Cycler), Czech Republic</td>
<td>A smartphone application to promote regular cycling in cities</td>
<td>Qualitative, Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Standard, Latvia and North Macedonia</td>
<td>Implementation of Place Standard Tool: a framework to structure conversations about place and community</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This section describes how the 15 case studies were selected, how they were evaluated, with reference to the theoretical framework provided by the INHERIT model, and how the INHERIT partners identified the ten lessons for good practice.
2.1. Selection of INHERIT’s 15 Case Studies

We first carried out a literature review [7], and developed a conceptual model to guide the INHERIT project’s analytical approach. Next we collected information about 96 initiatives (promising practices) around Europe to create a database of promising practices [8]. Each INHERIT partner proposed several promising practices based on a set of criteria, including that the practices are inter-sector policies and interventions, that they address key environmental stressors, and foster the conditions that support healthy and environmentally sustainable lifestyles and behaviours, although specific evaluations may be lacking. In addition, the promising practices should be in INHERIT’s domains of interest, living (green space and energy efficient housing), moving (active transport), and consuming (healthy and sustainable food).

From the database of promising practices, INHERIT partners identified 15 case studies to be selected as INHERIT studies that would undergo qualitative, quantitative and/or cost benefit evaluations. Table 1 provides a summary of INHERIT’s 15 case studies. The 15 INHERIT case studies were selected based on a set of criteria developed by the INHERIT partners [3]. These criteria are summarized here: (i) the chosen INHERIT case studies could be implemented in the INHERIT project’s timeframe and budget; (ii) the case studies should be knowledge based, have an underlying theory of change that could be linked to the INHERIT model, and be amenable to scientifically sound evaluations; (iii) the case studies should target or have an impact on people facing socioeconomic disadvantages, and can potentially contribute to a triple win; (iv) the case studies should involve cooperation across sectors, and involve user groups; (v) the case studies should be geographically spread around Europe, and thematically spread across the areas of living, moving and consuming.

The 15 case studies were of different types and implemented at different scales. Some were relatively small scale initiatives implemented by INHERIT partners, for example, Place Standard piloted the Place Standard tool in new contexts (Latvia and North Macedonia). Others studied large-scale interventions that were already being implemented, for example, STOEMP is part of Ghent en Garde, a city wide policy promoting health and sustainable food, and Sustainable food in public nursery schools, which is city policy in Madrid. One case study combined elements of two promising practices (Gardening with Green Gym and Meat Free Monday) to create an innovative school based intervention. Details about the different types of case studies are reported elsewhere [3].

2.2. Evaluation of INHERIT’s 15 Case Studies

In order to evaluate the diverse case studies in a coherent way, INHERIT partners developed a generic INHERIT logic model (Figure 1), to integrate with the INHERIT model [9]. The logic model represents the theory of how an intervention produces its outcomes. INHERIT partners used the generic INHERIT logic model to develop specific logic models for each of the case studies. The logic models were used as planning tools, which enabled partners to identify key aspects of the intervention in preparation for the case study. These included: the kinds of inputs and resources required to enable the intervention functions (staff, money, evidence base, equipment, technology, partners); expected outputs and activities (including multiple strategies, intersectoral cooperation, stakeholder engagement, citizen participation, behavioural change of policy-makers); and outcomes. The generic logic model describes outcomes and proposed indicators to be assessed in four temporal divisions: (1) Short-term outcomes: behavioural determinants in the domains of capability (e.g., building knowledge and awareness), motivation (intention to do something), opportunity (changes to the environment that enable people to change behaviours). (2) Intermediate-term outcomes: changes in behaviours, health and wellbeing, environmental change, and behaviours of decision-/policy-makers and influencers. (3) Long-term or end outcomes: impacts on health and wellbeing, quality of life, material conditions, social conditions, environment and inequalities. (4) Distal effects: impacts on population health and wellbeing, environmental sustainability and health inequity.
Qualitative evaluations of intersectoral cooperation were carried out on 12 of the 15 case studies to investigate success factors, barriers, and the future of intersectoral cooperation in each case. For each of the 12 case studies, partners conducted one focus group, comprising partners cooperating in developing and implementing the case studies. The methodology used in the qualitative evaluation was informed by Appreciative Inquiry, an asset based approach based on questions such as what works well, and how to do more of what works well in the future [4].

Quantitative evaluations of nine out of the 15 INHERIT case studies were conducted to investigate their impacts on the targeted populations [5]. These evaluations were based upon the INHERIT model [9], which integrates theory about the environmental determinants of health and health inequalities with behaviour change theory [10]. Quantitative methods included two randomised control studies (using pre-post design and questionnaire survey), several quasi-experimental studies, cross-sectional questionnaire surveys related to the case studies, a questionnaire survey representative for five European countries [11] and observations of use and activity level. Quantitative methods were complemented by qualitative studies with target groups in some case studies.

Given the complexities involved in measuring health outcomes, particularly given the short amount of time to implement/evaluate the INHERIT interventions, we did not expect to see measurable changes in health outcomes. Therefore, the focus of the evaluations was on short term and intermediate outcomes. Quantitative evaluations in some case studies examined how interventions might influence people’s capabilities, opportunities and motivation to change their behaviours. Most evaluations assessed health related behaviours (e.g. physical activity or aspects of healthy eating depending on the nature of the intervention). Some cases studies assessed well-being or life satisfaction. INHERIT partners developed an evaluation framework, which identified from the literature validated and reliable tools to assess physical activity, dietary behaviours, and well being, as well as demographic and socioeconomic indicators [5]. Partners used these tools where relevant to their case studies, or identified others by searching the literature.

Cost benefit analyses (CBA) were conducted on four case studies [6]. The CBA quantified in monetary terms social costs and benefits of these interventions, in order to find out their social desirability, following economic efficiency criteria. Short-term and future medium-term impacts were accounted for, using appropriate ranges of discount rates to derive present value equivalents. A participatory methodology was used in the case of Thinking Fadura, using citizens’ surveys and stakeholders’ workshops to identify which items should be evaluated as societal impacts, as well as which further intangible (not monetized) impacts should be taken into account.

Figure 1. The INHERIT generic logic model.
2.3. Synthesis of Learning from INHERIT’s Case Studies

INHERIT partners identified and synthesized lessons learned from the implementation and evaluations of the case studies using an iterative and deliberative methodology. To facilitate discussions about what the main elements of good practice are, we grouped the INHERIT case studies by the following themes:

- Community-based initiatives around food. Case studies: De Voedseltuin, PROVE, STOEMP.
- School-based initiatives. Case studies: GemüseAckerdemie, Gardening with Green Gym and Meat Free Monday, Sustainable Food in Public Schools.
- Open/green space initiatives. Case studies: Malvik Path, Restructuring Green Spaces, Restructuring Residential Outdoor Areas, Thinking Fadura.
- E-coaching applications around moving. Case studies: UrbanCyclers (active transport) and Lifestyle-coaching (physical activity).
- Participatory governance approaches towards the triple win. Case study: Place Standard.

Short summaries of all the case studies were prepared that described the target groups, what inspired the creation of the initiative, success factors, outcomes and impact, and ideas for future development. Then we conducted an expert workshop in Brussels, to review the compiled evidence and draw conclusions about what can be considered as overarching lessons for good practice. This workshop brought together 10 experts from a wide range of backgrounds (including public health, environmental research, social psychology, environment and health economics, policy and epidemiology) from across the INHERIT consortium. Before the workshop, each participant read the selected reports. During the workshop, all participants familiarised themselves with at least two of the case studies. Participants were assigned into two groups. One group discussed findings from the implementation report on the 15 INHERIT case studies [3] and the qualitative evaluations [4] that focused on intersectoral cooperation in implementing the case studies. The second group deliberated on implications of the findings from the impact evaluations [5] and the cost benefit analyses [6], both of which included qualitative and quantitative methodologies. The findings from the two group discussions were then fed back into plenary discussions for further deliberation. Subsequently, the lead author (R.B.) prepared a draft report detailing the identified lessons for good practice, based on deliberations during the expert workshop on the evidence from the implementation and evaluations of the case studies. The draft report was circulated to a wider group of INHERIT researchers (including all co-authors) for review and feedback. The 10 lessons for good practice were validated by the INHERIT project steering group at an INHERIT consortium meeting, with minor amendments.

3. Findings

Here we describe the overarching lessons for good practice (Figure 2), identified from evaluations of INHERIT’s 15 case studies, all of which have potential to modify behaviours of policymakers, the private sector and citizens by changing the contexts in which people live, move and consume.
3.1. A Triple Win Mindset for Innovation

We identified a triple win mindset as crucial in taking an approach that breaks down traditional sectoral silos and enables innovation in intersectoral cooperation. A triple win mindset means setting out with the intention of creating synergies across sectors to create a triple win for health, equity and environmental sustainability.

All INHERIT case studies are considered to be triple win initiatives. Yet the potential for a triple win was not explicit in the original objectives of all interventions. Often, it was their engagement in INHERIT that made them recognise their potential to have multiple societal benefits. Taking as an example that might traditionally be thought of as a health intervention, the activity tracker and associated smart phone application used in the Lifestyle e-coaching case study can exist as a stand-alone system to support individuals in tracking their activity levels. Yet bringing a triple win mindset to this case study opens out wider questions such as: is the technology effective among all social groups and those with low activity level (the basis of the INHERIT research on this case study), and, if so, how can the technology be made more widely available? Taking the environment into account leads to further questions, for example: are there usable parks and safe areas for people to be more active near their homes? Such questions contribute to systems thinking that is fundamental to create conditions that enable behavioural change for the triple win.

As another example, the Place Standard Tool was designed to guide discussions about what needs to be targeted to improve a place [12], but applying it with a triple win mindset in North Macedonia identified different key indicators (air quality, waste, water quality) for possible inclusion. This would further develop the Place Standard Tool as a tool to guide thinking and planning for a triple win for health, equity and environmental sustainability.
Triple win thinking, and the awareness of those engaged that they are contributing to the health and well-being of community members as well as to broader ambitions related to the urgent climate crisis, can strengthen the commitment and motivation for action of those involved.

Bringing a triple win mindset to the table demands creative thinking and discussions to plan the necessary steps that can bring different sectors together to make a triple win happen. Yet, as evidenced in several INHERIT case studies, impacts of interventions may not always be unambiguously positive, and there may be trade-offs as well as synergies across sectors. For example, as noted in the case of Sustainable Food in Public Nursery Schools, organic food production in the area local to Madrid is not at the scale needed to supply Madrid’s public nursery schools, therefore a trade-off needs to be made between providing organic food and the environmental cost of transport.

In the case of Energy Efficient Investments, while the environmental benefits are likely to be positive due to energy and carbon savings, the targeting of lower socioeconomic groups and those in social housing for energy efficiency investments may exacerbate health inequalities, unless the measures put in place are appropriately designed to avoid the sealing of properties and the negative health impacts associated with this [6,7,13,14]. Identification of trade-offs and adverse consequences, as well as potential positive impacts, gives extra weight to the imperative for applying a triple win mindset to a broad range of initiatives such as those investigated in the INHERIT project.

3.2. Ensure (inter)National/Regional/Local Strategies are in Place that can Spark Action

The presence of (inter)national/regional/local strategies for improving health inequalities, and environmental sustainability creates a supportive environment for local action. The UN Sustainable Development Goals [15] are a useful framework to work within because they set out an internationally agreed direction for development that requires action across different sectors towards multiple goals, including health, equity and environmental sustainability goals. In this context, European, national, and local strategies can provide enabling and supportive environments in which the kinds of initiatives that are needed to achieve these goals can flourish. For example, the STOEMP network is part of Ghent en Garde, the municipality’s response to the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact (MUFP) [16] which aims to develop sustainable food systems and healthy diets for citizens [17].

However, governments can do more to provide a facilitating policy environment in which small scale initiatives can thrive. Individuals and organisations have a role in advocating for the kinds of international, regional, national and local strategies that stimulate or regulate actions needed for a triple win. In turn, governments at all levels can facilitate the broad stakeholder engagement necessary to develop policies and strategies to deliver the triple win through local initiatives.

In this context, impacts of school-based initiatives such as Gardening with Green Gyms and Meat free Monday in the UK would be boosted if outdoor learning were to be institutionalized by integrating it within the mandatory national curriculum. Furthermore, national public procurement regulations could be used to support healthier and more sustainable food in schools. This would support the shift to more sustainable farming practices, and consumption of less meat and more plant-based food, which has been called for by the International Panel on Climate Change.

3.3. Anchor Initiative to International/National/Local Priorities

Anchoring initiatives to international, national and local priorities can help embed local level initiatives in a whole systems approach that is necessary to address complex challenges. This point is linked to ‘Ensure (inter)national/regional/local strategies are in place that can spark action’ (Section 3.2 above). We include both because one enables the other. So while these two lessons are linked, they are separate. Individuals and communities wishing to develop local level action for a triple win can generate greater momentum by linking the initiative to higher level priorities of improving health, reducing inequalities and promoting environmental sustainability. This depends on the existence of (inter)national/regional/local policies and strategies that enable triple win initiatives. International, national and local priorities help support powerful arguments that can bring together
diverse sectors around common interests. For example, an idea for a new initiative, such as a food garden in a disadvantaged area in Ghent, can gain traction by arguing that it contributes to the aims of STOEMP in reaching disadvantaged groups, the overall Ghent en Garde objectives, and the MUFP for healthier and more sustainable food. As another example, in the context of England, where the prevalence of child obesity (ages 10/11) was 20% in 2017/18 [18], the National Childhood Obesity Strategy recognises that schools have a fundamental part to play in supporting healthy lifestyles for children [19]; this provided an anchor for the Gardening with Green Gym and Meat free Monday pilot initiative. Nevertheless, enabling this practice to be maintained and potentially scaled up nationally would require integration of outdoor learning in the national curriculum, as was raised above (Section 3.2).

3.4. Bring Together Different Sectors around Common Interests

Bringing together different sectors around common interests is a further key element in creating triple win initiatives. This is demonstrated by INHERIT’s case studies in the context of developing green and open spaces, and in sustainable food initiatives, such as STOEMP and Sustainable Food in Nursery Public Schools. An effective approach in developing interventions requires both horizontal collaboration, between groups with more or less equal power, as well as vertical linkages between those with differing levels of power (which can include anchoring in higher level priorities).

The importance of multisectoral action and intersectoral cooperation to achieve common goals is widely accepted but may be difficult to do in practice. Common interest regarding local challenges was a pronounced theme in INHERIT initiatives and is related to personal commitment. One of the success factors was a common goal shared among people from different sectors.

While common interest can bring people together, lack of coordination can affect the success of the intervention. Bringing people together at an early stage to identify areas of common interest and to develop common goals is a crucial part of the process. However, it can take time to build up the necessary rapport and trust between stakeholders to facilitate cooperation; trust must be nurtured as a valuable resource.

In the INHERIT team’s experience, the process of using the INHERIT model [9] as a tool in stakeholder workshops has proved highly influential in opening up discussions among stakeholders about the opportunities for multiple benefits of initiatives of various kinds. The INHERIT model combines environmental impact assessment with health impact assessment and equity impact assessment in a way that enables people and stakeholders from multiple sectors to identify potential impacts and risks for any particular initiative. The use of an adapted form [20] of the INHERIT model to inform the participatory methodology and, through this, to derive a set of potential positive and negative impacts for cost benefit analysis in the Thinking Fadura initiative provides a good example of how this way of thinking can contribute to cooperation across sectors. It is crucial that this step is carried out before going on to think about how potential impacts and risks can be quantified or evaluated.

The INHERIT model as a tool for health, environment and equity impact assessment provides a way of identifying potential positive as well as adverse impacts, and therefore diverges from standard regulatory environmental impact assessments used, for example, in infrastructure development projects, and designed to identify environmental risks to health.

3.5. Engage People and Communities of Interest for Co-creation

Engaging people and communities with the mindset of co-creation should be a central theme in triple win initiatives. This is important because people need to be involved in the decisions that affect their lives and living environment. Being involved in decisions that affect one’s life is fundamental to participatory governance models at the local level that aim to ensure social inclusion. In addition, the opportunity to be involved in decisions that affect one’s life is a core element of empowerment. This has been positioned by the WHO Commission on Social Determinants of Health.
as being key to enabling people to live healthy and flourishing lives [21]. In addition, being involved in decision-making gives people a vested interest in the success of the initiatives and encourages active participation in a way that creates a positive feedback loop. We see that in INHERIT initiatives such as Restructuring Green Space and Malvik Path, where involving people in a meaningful way in planning and developing processes creates places that local people actually use in ways that improve their lives and creates more engaged residents who want to protect and enhance the places they use.

We also see that it is not always easy to engage people. INHERIT has developed some fundamental requirements in this respect, and proposes possible solutions. It is important to engage the community from the inception of an intervention and engagement should be continued throughout the process. Co-creation is also important for securing a sense of ownership among participants, but that will only happen when the participation is meaningful and not tokenistic. The level of success of co-creation depends on addressing the actual needs of residents and the extent to which communities are engaged in processes of design and implementation. How much the community participates also depends on creating rapport and trust [22]. It takes a long time to build trust and a very short time to lose it.

Every kind of community engagement requires some kind of commitment from those involved. The extent of commitment varies along a sliding scale, from attending meetings to share opinions to volunteering labour, as, for example, in De Voedseltuin (Food Garden). It is important, then, that those wishing to engage residents provide a good rationale for people to be engaged. Incentives can vary from providing refreshments and a welcoming environment at meetings to providing more official recognition of roles. Local campaigns, news coverage, and events (as in Malvik Path) that help create an identity can raise the profile of initiatives and give recognition to engaged communities. Furthermore, such campaigns may provide sources of information that inform people about what is happening and how they can become involved and give them confidence to join new initiatives. In some cases, there may be a need to develop participatory skills in the communities, for instance through educational programmes.

Several INHERIT case studies have worked with volunteers based on the notion that volunteers are crucial for maintaining the project longer term. However, recruiting volunteers can be challenging. Some practices found it difficult to recruit volunteers, as in the case of the GemüseAckerdemie where volunteers were needed in the daytime during the week. Furthermore, recruitment of volunteers from across the social spectrum can be difficult where the benefits of volunteering are not explicit. It is important to avoid the act of volunteering being a luxury, affordable only by the more advantaged in society. Some initiatives are intrinsically beneficial for volunteers, for example De Voedseltuin where volunteers receive training and produce from the food garden, and for others, there are benefits of volunteering that might not be apparent or visible in the short term, such as self esteem and enhanced wellbeing [23], and health/environmental literacy. However, the association between volunteering and wellbeing may not always be causal [24].

Supporting volunteers includes developing infrastructure that facilitates capacity-building through knowledge exchanges. For example, training can be video recorded and widely distributed, online courses can be developed, and existing teaching programmes for volunteers can be replicated. Volunteers are sometimes involved in peer delivered interventions in public health [25], and in other kinds of peer training too, such as the operating model of Eco Inclusion. Further scaling-up or transferring of the peer training model to other areas should be informed by existing peer training models developed in the area of public health [26]. Experiences from INHERIT show that training that helps volunteers develop transferable life skills is beneficial [7]. For example, De Voedseltuin offers workshops to volunteers that also help them reintegrate into the job market.

3.6. Ensure Initiatives are Inclusive

Initiatives should be inclusive so that everyone can potentially benefit. This aligns with the concept of ‘proportional universalism’ used in discussing how to combat social inequalities in health;
it means actions or initiatives should benefit everyone across the social scale and be deployed at a scale and intensity proportionate to the level of disadvantage [27].

Therefore, to gain the greatest benefits, interventions for the INHERIT triple win may need to take into account the specific needs of groups facing different disadvantages (e.g., older people, refugees), which are not homogeneous in themselves, so differentiated action may be needed. For example, it is important to pay attention to age, gender and cultural diversity and sensitivity when implementing and evaluating interventions. This was demonstrated to good effect in the Restructuring Green Space case study in which an underused green space was restructured, using inclusive participatory methods, into an attractive green space widely used by all members of a diverse community.

INHERIT case studies showed that interventions that have a positive impact on health and the environment which take a settings approach, such as schools and green spaces, are effective ways of also addressing health equity. More targeted approaches that focus on specific groups facing disadvantages may also be needed, as reflected in the STOEMP case study, and Eco Inclusion. In such cases, it is crucial not to stereotype or stigmatise people, as this can place an additional burden on people suffering from relative deprivation.

3.7. Secure Funding over the Longer Term

Secure funding over the longer term was identified as necessary, and challenging. Of course, no initiative can operate in the absence of funding, from inception through to maintenance and sustainability. In this regard, government funding for local initiatives is vital, and should be built in to national and local government strategies linked with achieving the SDGs, climate change mitigation and adaptation, population health, social inclusion, and environmental sustainability.

That being said, local initiatives that gain funding from national or local government schemes are at risk in the event that other funding priorities emerge. Alternative funding sources should be explored. One solution for financial sustainability of community-based initiatives might be, therefore, to have a hybrid business model, with diverse funding partners, including public, private and collective sources. Another funding solution is to merge the funding for environmental and social initiatives, recognising that there are mutual environmental and social benefits.

In addition to funding, there is a need for adaptation of legislation or policy frameworks in such a way that it facilitates local intersectoral initiatives and co-creation processes. In the case of Restructuring Residential Outdoor Areas, the property owner received 50% of the restructuring costs from a fund set up by the Swedish government to support upgrades of outdoor areas in socially deprived residential areas in a way that involved multiple stakeholders, including residents.

Cost benefit analyses can support decisions regarding investing in initiatives. However, while these analyses are useful, they should not be the only basis for decision-making, bearing in mind that not all potential benefits and risks can be quantified, and that some perceived impacts might not be beneficial across the social spectrum, or distributed evenly across various population segments [7]. As demonstrated in the case of Thinking Fadura, cost benefit analyses can provide an intersectoral engagement process to help identify potential positive impacts as well as adverse consequences of initiatives, which can be valuable inputs to planning and development.

3.8. Integrate Ways of Evaluating Initiatives

Evaluation of initiatives is all too often seen as an optional extra, or something that is done as an academic exercise. INHERIT’s experience is that evaluation of initiatives not only helps to understand the processes of implementation, intersectoral cooperation, impacts and benefits, but also to learn about what could be done better to build synergies across sectors and to enhance outcomes. Evaluations are both summative and formative.

Evaluation of projects and programmes in real world settings is challenging and time-consuming. The evaluation methodology can be improved in a scenario with more time and resources. For example, in PROVE a combination of longitudinal quantitative and qualitative data collections, following
consumers after baseline measurements, would allow better understanding of how PROVE influences behaviour, critical moments for change, or even the interplay of different determinants at the different stages of behaviour change.

Researchers also need to take into account the demands made by the research on stakeholders and survey respondents. It is important to take time to engage stakeholders, and to explain the purpose and potential benefits of the research to participants invited to respond to surveys.

Despite the inherent challenges of real world evaluations, they are highly valuable to project and programme managers, not least because they bring out important issues for reflection that can influence further developments and improvements. To enable this to happen, it is important that researchers report results of evaluations to project partners and stakeholders. Indeed, PROVE partners and implementers have already developed an idea to extend the PROVE initiative to schools, which may help to promote consumption of fruit and vegetables across a wider range of social groups.

Long-term evaluation plans should be in place with plans for maintenance and sustainability of each initiative. Interventions that might be successful in the short term might not work out longer term; again, short-term evaluation might not yield measurable outcomes. INHERIT’s quantitative evaluations [5] were, by necessity, given the funding period of the project, based on short-term evaluations, but our experience suggests that it is important to conduct long-term evaluation. The duration of the evaluation will need to vary from case to case, depending on the particular health outcomes being addressed, and to reflect the extent to which the impacts of any intervention may change over time.

3.9. Create Positive Feedback Loops to Regenerate Action

INHERIT case-studies can create positive feedback loops that can regenerate action or stimulate further action. A case in point is UrbanCyclers which supports more commuter cycling on the roads. More urban cycling creates incentives for cities to improve cycling infrastructure, which encourages more commuter cycling, creating a positive feedback loop. Similarly, having an activity tracker, as in the case of Lifestyle e-coaching, and being motivated to walk more, might encourage people to seek out green space and tree-lined roads. Building a need among people for more green space and more pleasant environments for cycling and walking should be an incentive for municipalities to give higher priority to restructuring areas to create more usable green spaces. Again, as discussed above, engaging people and communities in planning and development of settings-based interventions, as in Malvik Path and Restructuring Green Space, as well as more broadly in applying the Place Standard Tool, can reinforce the value of participating in community development processes and create a sense of ownership. It is important, however, to demonstrate to people and communities that their engagement is worthwhile and results in tangible changes to settings that improves lives.

3.10. Embed the Triple Win from an Early Age

Giving children the best start in life has been identified as crucial for improving health and reducing health inequalities across the life course [27]. Healthy behaviour at a young age will provide health benefits later in life [7]. For example, a relationship between active travel behaviour during childhood and walking during adulthood has been observed [28], suggesting that policies to encourage active transport among children could result in benefits not only during childhood but also throughout the life cycle of the individual.

Several INHERIT case studies demonstrate how it is possible to embed the triple win at an early age by working with children in school-based or community based settings. Involving children and young people in such initiatives is important in creating positive feedback loops across generations as a way of embedding environmental sustainability, intergenerational equity and future population health. Experiences in early life lay the foundation for future attitudes to eating a healthy diet and being physically active, for respecting and protecting the natural environment and for cooperative social behaviour [7]. Additional societal benefits accrue because children influence their parents’ and
peers’ attitudes and behaviours. Therefore, initiatives that involve children and young people in school and community settings can have long term benefits towards the triple win.

The involvement of parents in a school based programme is also perceived as being important by teachers [29]. In the case of Gardening with Green Gyms and Meat free Monday, there are several ways to involve parents, such as sending newsletters, providing homework tasks for parents and children and involving them in the maintenance of gardening during holidays [30]. There is evidence that linking with the wider community is a success factor for school-based interventions [31] and local organisations can take care of the school garden out of school hours [29].

Links between school and community can go both ways. Discussion among stakeholders can provide opportunities to achieve an extra win if they consider children and young people. For example, in discussions about PROVE, partners and stakeholders discussed the possibility of piloting a subscription to PROVE in a school, which would simultaneously widen the market reach of PROVE farmers, increase availability of fresh local fruit and vegetables to children in a school setting, and make the initiative more socially inclusive.

4. Discussion

This paper has identified lessons for good practice to support actions intended to change the contexts and conditions in which people live, move and consume in order to enable behaviour changes in ways that contribute to a triple win for health, equity and environmental sustainability. Despite extensive studies in the areas of living, consuming, and moving separately [7], to our knowledge, these aspects have not been investigated together before under an overarching common analytical framework.

The key lessons derived from INHERIT case studies distil essential elements from heterogeneous practices undertaken in different countries across Europe, at different levels, involving different actors, and using different interventions. This diversity should ensure that these key lessons capture the most relevant elements that were identified either over multiple contexts, actors, policy levels, INHERIT domains or by using different evaluation methods.

All INHERIT case studies enable behaviours that have the potential to improve health, equity and environmental sustainability. It is worth emphasising that in evaluating complex programmes in real life settings it is necessary to gather information from different sources with both quantitative and qualitative methodologies. At the same time, it is necessary to understand the limitations imposed by complexity on the level of certainty that can be achieved in undertaking evaluations of real-world activities.

Several limitations have been identified that might impact the findings used to synthesise the lessons for good practice. The selection of case studies was affected by the project timeframe and the available budget for their evaluation. The case studies were at different scales, in different contexts, and involved a range of methodological approaches. Some case studies were evaluated in more detail than others. In some cases, the limited duration of the intervention meant that results were inconclusive. This indicates the need for longer intervention periods with long-term evaluation plans and multiple follow-ups. In addition, the work in INHERIT shows the challenges inherent in quantifying all the potential impacts of case studies, and demonstrates the importance of working within the INHERIT conceptual model and grounding evaluations in the wider literature.

Clearly, more research is needed to build on INHERIT’s findings. In particular, it is important to understand the implications for health equity of triple win interventions. These we have only been able to assess in largely qualitative terms, based on expert judgment. Longer term funding for triple win interventions is needed, with evaluation embedded alongside to help monitor the impacts over time of these. In addition, it is important to identify potential hurdles and bottlenecks in transferability and scaling up of triple win practices to different contexts and circumstances.

Furthermore, focusing on behaviour change of the business sector (e.g., food industry) and working towards new business models may help to realize the triple win.
Overall, INHERIT’s research contributes to the case for investing in interventions for a triple win, since even small steps can lead to significant impacts. Indeed, localisation, meaning local control and implementation of interventions, is vital if countries are to transition to sustainability.

5. Conclusions

This paper synthesises lessons for good practice in developing interventions intended to enable people to adopt more sustainable behaviours in ways of living, moving and consuming, and thereby contribute to a triple win for health, equity and environmental sustainability. These findings contribute to and align with wider discussions about the kinds of synergistic approaches needed to improve population health and address climate change [32]. They also contribute to discussions that are gaining pace in the face of growing alarm about the environmental crisis about how to shift away from economies based primarily on the growth imperative to economies focusing on well-being [33]. Such discussions also reflect a growing awareness of the synergies between climate change mitigation policies and other societal goals that contribute to well-being, including health, education, jobs, environmental quality, and social inclusion [34].

There is, for example, a large and expanding literature that reports how green space contributes to well-being, and how creating more readily accessible and good quality green space can provide opportunities to socialise and be active, and at the same contribute to climate change mitigation by providing protection against high temperature, and buffering the effect of heavy rainfall [7,35].

At the heart of these discussions about societal goals is the need to shift to integrated rather than ‘sector based’ objectives and approaches to achieve multiple objectives and to mainstream concepts of ‘fairness’ and redistribution. This means reframing measures of progress and reassessing and re-focusing policy priorities.

The INHERIT project has contributed to this by spearheading an innovative approach that intended to disrupt traditional disciplinary boundaries, developing a broad evaluation framework, based on the INHERIT model. It also provides a unique contribution through its study of a range of local initiatives that aim to deliver multiple societal objectives. Localised action can be a powerful force of change, since it gives people ownership and provides them with direct experience of the benefits of the initiative, which can motivate them to press for the maintenance and expansion of such actions.

It is also clear, however, that cohesive and coherent policies at higher levels of government to support, spread and scale such ‘triple win’ actions are needed. Experience with and evidence on the multiple benefits of such actions, like that gathered through INHERIT, can help to achieve this.
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